There are many dual use opportunities for Electro-optical sensors. A number of EO sensors have already been transitioned from military development to commercial applications. Many more need to be transitioned for the military to be able to afford the sensing technology that it needs. The old paradigm was that the military developed what it needed and then produced it. Companies then exploited that development for commercial markets.
of EO sensors have already been transitioned from military development to commercial applications. Many more need to be transitioned for the military to be able to afford the sensing technology that it needs. The old paradigm was that the military developed what it needed and then produced it. Companies then exploited that development for commercial markets. The new paradigm will be that the military asks for participation from companies with commercial interests even in the development phase. In addition, the military will plan its developments to promote a volume manufacturing market as a method of getting production costs down to affordable values. This has to be carefully planned to preserve a military edge over potential adversaries. With rapid technical progress the military edge occurs simply because we are first to market" with the military hardware. In a slower technical development this edge is not enough.
INTRODUCTION
A number of potential areas for cooperation between military and commercial interests in the Electro-optic sensing arena will be considered. These include: Laser radar can provide a method of detecting this hazard miles in front of the aircraft, so the increasing the lifetime of the aircraft wings if the advance turbulence warning is used to smooth the aircraft flight through the turbulence. This increase in aircraft wing lifetime is certainly also of interest to the military. The other big commercial application is in the global winds measurement area for increased weather forecast accuracy. Again, the military has a strong interest in increased weather forecast accuracy as well. The military has a substantial interest in the ability to image through highly scattering media called clouds. The major drawback to electrooptic sensors is the fact they do not work very well in " bad weather". Recent interest in flying at mid altitude has made this problem much worse because clouds are often between the aircraft and its intended target. When the envisioned tactics were mostly low altitude flight electro-optic sensors would usually have clear line of sight to the target. With the move to mid altidude clear line of sight may occur less than 50 % of the time in some seasons and areas of the world.
Co&munications
interested in noninvasive imaging of areas within the body. * To do this the community has considered both ballistic imaging, in which the frst photons through are used for imaging, and also more sophisticated algorithm approaches with higher signal to noise.
The medical community has been very MATERIAL ID / CROP REPORTING Material identification can be accomplished using spectral discrimination. This done can be done both for aerosol targets such as chemical an
Biological agents, or for hard targets. Figure 2 gives a chart of material reflectiviites for some common materials. * Figure 3 shows some of the uses for multispectral / hyperspectral. 
